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Fraxinus excelsior L., the common ash, and Fraxinus 
angustifolia V., the narrow-leaved ash are noble hard- 
woods and the commercially most important species in 
Europe. E excelsior is used in many European countries 
as a source of high value timber. Recently these two 
Fraxinus species have been recognized as important for 
long term conservation strategies (TUROK et al. 1999) 
in Europe in the frame of the Noble Hardwood Network 
of the European Forest Genetic Resources Program 
(EUFORGEN) set up by the International Plant Genetic 
Resources Institute (IPGRIRAO). 

A gene conservation strategy for European Fraxiniis 
species has been proposed in the frame of this network 
(PLIURA 1999). Until now genetics of F: excelsior have 
retained little interest compared to oaks which is an- 
other important group of forest tree species in Europe. 
Despite its commercial use, the natural coverage of E 
excelsior, which spreads through all over Europe and 
even extends into Asia, is known to have constantly 
shrunk in the past centuries, mainly because of defores- 
tation for agricultural needs. Among other parameters, 
such a genetic conservation strategy would require 
information on the natural range of species, pattern of 
distribution, population structure, pollen and seed 
dissemination data. 

Such requirements could be best fulfilled with the 
use of molecular markers, which seem to be the tool of 
choice for such programs (for a review, see L E F ~ R T  et 
al. 1999a). We recently made available the first nuclear 
microsatellite markers for E excelsior (BRACHET et 
al., 1999; LEFORT et al. 1999b) and tested their conser- 
vation in Fraxinus and Oleaceae species. They proved 
to be usable in 11 other Fraxinus species including t;: 
angustifolia and 12 other Oleaceae (LEFORT et al. 
1999b). One microsatellite marker was specific of t;: 
excelsior and another one was specific oft;: excelsior 

and F: ang~istifolia. Microsatellite markers tend to be 
the favorite markers of gene conservation studies since 
they display numerous desired properties. They are 
usually highly polymorphic, they are co-dominant and 
thus enable distinction between homozygotes and 
heterozygotes. As they are DNA markers, they can be 
amplified from all kind of biological material from 
which a tiny amount of DNA can be obtained by mi- 
cro-methods of DNA extraction and thus are not de- 
pendent of environmental or developmental factors. 
Microsatellites are widely regarded as being selectively 
neutral. 

They have shown to be very powerful tools for 
genetic structure studies (STREIFF et al. 1998), pollen 
flow monitoring as well as hybridisation experiments in 
breeding programmes (N. FRASCARIA unpublished 
results). Microsatellites regions have also been identi- 
fied and characterized in the chloroplast genome of F: 
excelsior. Using universal primers (WEISING & CARD- 
NER 1999), 7 chloroplast microsatellites were amplified. 
Sequence data confirmed the presence of the 
mononucleotide stretches in the amplified fragments. A 
relatively high level of polymorphism have been de- 
tected: in particular high degree of genetic differentia- 
tion among populations was observed, as expected for 
maternally inherited markers (G. G. VENDRAMIN, pers. 
com.) 

Because of the new declared interest in Fraxinus 
excelsior from the Noble Harwoods Network, we 
propose the organization of a Fraxinus microsatellite 
consortium which will gather all forest scientists inter- 
ested in these Fraxinus species. This consortium will be 
managed by the company Agrogene, in the same form 
as it manages microsatellite consortia for major crops. 

A microsatellite-enriched library has been built 
according the protocol of EDWARDS (1996) and is 
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